IWLCA Tournament Policies

The following policies will be enforced in 2019 for ALL IWLCA tournaments: New England Cup, Champions Cup, Midwest Cup, Capital Cup, and Presidents Cup.

- UP TO three (3) players of the next youngest grad year will be permitted to play up in the 2020 and 2021 divisions. For example, up to three 2021’s can play on a 2020 roster. No more than three. This does not apply to the 2022 division as 2023s are not eligible to compete.

- 2023s are not eligible to compete in any 2019 tournament. NO EXCEPTIONS

- UP TO three (3) graduated seniors (2019s) can play down compete on an OPEN division roster only. Players cannot play down in any other division.

- Minimum roster size required to compete is 13.

- Maximum roster size is 24.

- Players cannot double roster. A player can only play on one roster at any tournament. However, if a team cannot field a team and needs guest players in order to play, we will allow athletes to guest play for up to two games but can still only be listed on one roster. The only case where guest players will be allowed is if a team cannot field a full team without it.

- All players and coaches must be current members of US Lacrosse to compete/coach at any IWLCA tournament.

- All IWLCA tournaments will once again use US Lacrosse rules in 2018. Uniforms MUST have numbers on the front and back.

- **Roster deadline** – All teams must have at least 13 players entered on a roster using the roster management tool online at least 30 days prior to the start of the tournament. Otherwise, they will be removed from the schedule. Actual deadline dates will be posted for each tournament.

- **Hotel Deadline** – This deadline will vary by event. Teams must comply with the housing policy and meet all minimums by each posted deadline or they will be removed from the tournament. All deadlines for each tournament will be posted to each website upon registration opening.